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Service Release Notes 
Version 

Release date 

24.4.1 

1/7/2024 

Academic Reports 

Issues resolved 

⚫ In some circumstances, the status bar for course results in the Class Summary screen 

was remaining 'In Progress' even when all course results had been completed 

⚫ After importing comments into a comment bank, the comments were not displayed in the 

correct order 

⚫ Some student photos were not appearing on the printed report 

⚫ An error message would display after a custom cohort had been successfully created 

⚫ Course Results List component: This component was displaying incorrect median 

column values 

⚫ When generating summary reports, Attitudes to Learning were printing in alphabetical 

order, rather than the order designated in the Attitudes to Learning interface 

⚫ Subject component: Not all assigned subjects were able to be removed from this 

component 

⚫ Some inactive students were unable to be imported into a reporting period using the 

'Import Inactive Students' feature 

⚫ Achievement Tally component: When using this component with several achievement 

scales in the reporting period, an error would occur when attempting to print 

⚫ Overall Achievement component: The component was missing headers 

⚫ The Cases21 export was missing Mathematics 2.0 domain and dimension codes, which 

caused the export to fail 

⚫ Report component: The Overall Grade and Effort table was not displaying header 

information 

⚫ Data was not aligned correctly on the My Classes summary screen 

⚫ When viewing a class and selecting the 'Overall' heading to mark the data for the whole 

class, an error occurred 

⚫ Progression Point Breakdown component: This component was not displaying the 

yellow shading for age-expected achievement for some year levels 

⚫ Achievement Tally component: After applying the St John Bosco style to this 

component, an error would display when attempting to edit the component. 

⚫ The outcomes for Visual Arts Life Skills for stage 5 have been updated in the NSW BOS 

7-10 Life Skills repository 

 Activities 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Previously published activities incorrectly appeared as not published in the portal 

Analysis 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Naplan analysis displayed band results when it should have displayed proficiency 

results 
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 Attendance 

Issues resolved 

⚫ When adding a sick bay entry via attendance, the ‘Do Not Contact’ flag was not displayed 

for relevant contacts 

⚫ Inactive students were displayed when adding bulk incursions from Activities 

 Core\Data Sync 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Enrol date in Attendance was coming from an inactive student return record 

 Health 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Plans: The Health Care Plans and Emergency Care Plans screen was not highlighting 

students with allergies 

As allergies data is now part of Medical Conditions, a new Medical Severity flag has been 

introduced for each student health care or emergency care plan shown via Health | Care Plans | 

Health Care Plans or Emergency Care Plans respectively. Hovering over a flag now displays a 

list of medical conditions assigned against the student. This includes any allergies recorded for 

the student. 

 Issue Tracking 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Widget: The My Tasks widget that shows Issue Tracking tasks related to the user would 

break the dashboard display if the user had numerous tasks assigned to them 

 Plans 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Formatting within Plans was displaying HTML tags when printed 

⚫ Disability data: The student's Disability information was not showing on their plan 

despite having disabilities data in Enrolments 

 Report Writer 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Reports: Pre-set reports with filters applied did not generate any information when PDF 

or CSV output was selected 

Staff Absences 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Absences: Adding a reoccurring weekly absence would incorrectly block additional 

absences that fell within the reoccurrence period despite the date being available 

Student Profiles 

Issues resolved 

⚫ Reports: Using the Classes filter for generating the Class List report resulted an error 

Wellbeing 

Issues resolved 

⚫ NSW DoE: The validation checkbox for going over maximum suspension days a year was 

not appearing for new suspensions 

⚫ Manual notification to a 'Head Teacher' was sending an alert from incidents correctly but 

was not allowing the recipient access 

⚫ The link to Lifeskills Go on the Wellbeing home screen was not consistently logging the 

user into Lifeskills Go 

 


